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Introduction

The Divorce Assistant has prepared this booklet for the purpose of providing separated
parents with an outline of how Parenting Plans can be beneficial and support their
children's ongoing needs. This booklet is not to be taken as legal advice, but rather a
general guide. The Divorce Assistant is committed to supporting people through their
separation or divorce and therefore, in addition to providing free resources we also offer
a range of services that will reduce your family law legal expenses.
Visit www.thedivorceassistant.com.au for more information.
There are currently around 50,000 divorces granted each year in Australia. This means
that about 100,000 adults a year are experiencing what you are right now.
As part of divorce proceedings, you'll find it can be very helpful if you agree on a
parenting plan with your former partner. When the time comes to make an application
for divorce, the plan can be filed with the court to inform them that arrangements are in
place for the children and their welfare is taken care.
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Separation

Separation is difficult for parents and children because it brings with it a monumental
change in life. Certainty going into the future is important for everyone. Children deserve to
maintain a loving and meaningful relationship with both of their parents and continue to
have contact with them and other significant people in their lives, if it is safe to do so. The
children's best interests should always be paramount when taking steps toward resolving
parenting matters.
The family law system encourages separating parents to work out care arrangements for
their children between themselves and without having to go to court. One way parents can
set out the arrangements they wish to put in place is to make a Parenting Plan.
Other things to consider include the views the child has expressed, the child's relationship
with both parents and any practical difficulties.

The Divorce Assistant specialise in
Having the Right Support
developing agreements between
parents into a formal, yet easy to
understand Parenting Plan.
The plan can then be reviewed and
updated as required.
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What is a Parenting Plan?

A Parenting Plan is a voluntary written record of agreement between parents regarding the care
of their children and must be signed and dated. It can cover anything parents need to agree on
about their children and may be changed at any time with the agreement of both parents. Each
plan is unique to that family and should be simple, practical and concrete.
The plan can take any form, but to be a parenting plan under the Family Law Act 1975 it must be
in writing, signed and dated by both parents and must be made free from any threat, duress or
coercion.
Although there is no required format for a parenting plan, The Divorce Assistant develops a
formal and comprehensive, yet easy to follow set of arrangements into the plan. We'll help you
consider issues or matters you may not otherwise have thought of to ensure that families have a
well rounded plan that provides consideration to many aspects of the children's day to day lives.
A parenting plan helps clarify arrangements and should include parental responsibilities for
major and long-term decision making. It helps everyone involved to know what is expected of
them and is written up in good will with a shared commitment to your children and their future in
mind.
A parenting plan does not cover how you intend to divide up your property or money. This is
called property settlement.
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The benefits
When separating, parents need to consider their children's best interests as
they determine how they will divide care and support their ongoing needs.
Being able to come up with a parenting plan together means parents are
more likely to be satisfied with the results.
There is no one size fits all scenario and figuring out arrangements are best
resolved between parents themselves, rather than making an application
to the court to have these matters decided for them by a judge.
Parents understand their children better than anyone. Therefore, it's
important they work toward maintaining power of their own decision
making. At times it may feel difficult to compromise with the other parent,
but if children see their parents working well together, this can help them to
feel secure and prevent stress, misunderstandings and arguments.
As children grow and their needs change, parents have the option to
review their parenting plan and update it according to changing needs
and the child's development.
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Will our plan be
legally binding?

A parenting plan is not legally binding and therefore is
not enforceable in court. However, a Parenting Plan
can have legal implications.
If one parent is not complying with the plan and an
application needs to be made to the court seeking
parenting orders, then the parenting plan is still
relevant to proceedings. It becomes a written record
to the effect that the parties had agreed on
arrangements and it could be used as evidence.
The court is likely to consider the terms of the most
recent parenting plan when making parenting orders
in relation to the children, if it is in the best interests of
the children to do so. The court will also consider the
extent to which each parent has complied with the
agreement.
If there is a court order made after 1 July 2006 setting
out parenting arrangements, the parents can agree to
change those arrangements by a parenting plan
(unless the court order says otherwise). This makes it
easier for parents to agree on changes without going
back to court. This means a parenting plan can relieve
a party from obligations under a parenting order,
however,
because
parenting
plans
are
not
enforceable, it cannot create new obligations.
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What are Consent Orders?
If parents are wanting to make their agreement legally binding, they can make an application to
The Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia for ‘Consent Orders’ and have the
arrangements turned into Parenting Orders. If either party does not comply with the orders, then
a Contravention application can be made to the court, as the orders are legally enforceable.
If this is your preference, please contact The Divorce Assistant and we can refer you to
affordably priced legal services that specialise in Consent Orders.
If you are seeking orders concerning children you should read and consider the following
sections of the Family Law Act 1975:
·
60B
·
60CA
·
60CC
·
61DA
·
65DAA
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Be Practical
The arrangements within the plan need to be practical and easy to manage in the day to
day routines of each parent and their children.

Things to consider:

1

How far apart you and the other parent live from one other

2

Each parents work hours and how close they live to the children's school/s
and their ability to implement the arrangement into their life.

3

How well do the parents communicate with each other and are they capable
of resolving any problems that arise with the arrangements

4

The impact the arrangement will have on the children

If it is not practical for the child to spend equal time with each parent, then an arrangement
should be considered whereby the children spend substantial and significant time with the
non-primary parent.
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What to include
A Parenting Plan is unique to each families circumstances. The plan can deal with aspects
of care, welfare and the developmental needs of the children.
The following key areas work as a guide only and it is up to parents to decide which points
they would like to include in their plan or not.
Is equal 'Shared Parental Responsibility' appropriate?
Shared Parental Responsibility relates to each parent being equally responsible for
important decision making relating to the children's education, health, religious
orientation and other significant decisions.
Living Arrangements
Who will the children live with?
How much time will the children spend with each parent?
What specific days will the children spend with each parent?
Who else will live with the children?
How structured and/or flexible should these arrangements be?
If changes are needed, then how much notice is required?
How will exchanges of children occur? Including, times, places and methods for pick
ups and drop offs?
How will the children maintain communication when they are with the other parent (eg
by phone, email, Facetime, social media platforms).
Special Occasions
What arrangements will be made for birthdays, family events, mothers/fathers day,
Christmas and Easter, etc, to ensure the children have an enjoyable experience with
both parents.
Other Significant Relationships
How will the children maintain contact and retain meaningful relationships with
significant others and members of their extended family (grandparents, aunts, uncles
and cousins)?
Children’s Activities
How will you facilitate and maintain the children’s continued involvement in their
sporting and other activities?
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Education
What are the children's present and future educational needs?
Where will the children attend school?
How will each parent be involved in school activities?
How will school interviews be managed?
Ensure the school has consent and details of both parents on enrolment forms.
Ensure the school distributes a copy of important forms and reports to each parent.

Religion and Cultural Needs
Will the child practice a religion and/or cultural traditions and will this be
accommodated at both households?
Special needs
Identify the special needs of the child
How will these needs be supported?
Are their financial costs associated with the special needs, including equipment,
transport, therapy and medical support?
Holidays and Travel
Will each parent be free to holiday with the children as they wish within their care time?
Will each parent provide the other with a period of notice before taking the child
overseas or interstate?
Will consent be required from the other parent before taking the children overseas?
Which parent will hold the passports?
Health
Will the child be immunised?
How will emergencies be dealt with?
General
What parenting decisions need joint consultation?
How are you going to share important information, eg school reports, health care?
At what times is it okay to call the other parent and when is it not okay?
How will you resolve disagreements?
Should a shared calendar or parenting app be used to ensure each parent is aware of
upcoming key dates
Will any of the children's clothing or belongings be shared between households?
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Expenses to Consider relating to children
It can be beneficial to note how some children's expenses will be divided between the
parents. The Parenting Plan is not a child support agreement and if parents want financial
contributions formalised, then they should have the agreement developed into a Limited
Child Support Agreement and submit it to The Child Support Agency or have a Binding
Child Support Agreement prepared by a lawyer and with each parent seeking
independent legal advice in this regard.
List of common expenses
Health
Doctors fees
Prescriptions
Glasses
Dental fees
Orthodontic fees
Health Insurance
Special needs
equipment
Psychology, speech
pathology, etc
Other

Social and Entertainment
Cost of social
activities
Parties
Subscriptions to
streaming sites,
spotify, etc
Gifts for their friends
parties
Other activites

Education
School fees
Computers
Lunches
Excursions and Camps
Text books and stationary
After school care
Extra-curricular activities

Clothes
School Uniform
Everyday wear
Sports uniforms
Formal wear
Shoes

Mobile Phones
Who will pay for the
children's phones?
Who will pay for ongoing
data and call charges?
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Child Support and Centrelink

Any changes to your care arrangements can effect child support payments, income
support and family assistance payments.
If you plan on engaging the Child Support Agency (Services Australia) they will make an
assessment based on the amount of time the children spend in your care, as well as each
parents income and self support needs. A Parenting Plan is a simple and effective way to
provide evidence to the Child Support Agency of the current care arrangements.
If your parenting plan specifies amounts for child support payments, the Child Support
Agency cannot enforce this unless it is also a valid child support agreement, such as a
'Limited Child Support Agreement 'or a 'Binding Child Support Agreement'.
The type of agreement you decide on and the amount paid or received can effect your
Family Tax Benefit Part A entitlement. This Family Tax payment is based on the CSA
formula you would otherwise receive and not your private child support agreement.
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Updating your plan
As the children get older and their developmental needs change, the parenting plan will
need to adapt to these new circumstances. The plan may need to be changed to reflect
the following things:
Changes you have already discussed but have not yet been added to the plan in writing
Changes to Australian family Law
Changing developmental needs of the children, for example;
0 to 4 years (every 9 months)
4 to 12 years (every 12 months)
12+ years (every 2 years)

Reviews and updates can be made at any time, so long as parents agree to the new
arrangement. You may benefit from setting a review date.

You may find it useful to include any procedures for resolving disputes about the terms of
your plan, or for varying the plan if the needs of the children change as they get older.
If either parent is having difficulties complying with the parenting plan and are unable to
come to a new agreement, there are services available for help such as counselling and
dispute resolution.
Contact the The Divorce Assistant for a referral.
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Remaining Resolution Focused

It's important to remain resolution
focused in all negotiations toward
care arrangements and leave
family court as a final option.
You would be incorrect to believe
that by initiating court proceedings,
you'll be in more control of of the
outcome and the way your family
disputes are resolved.
Quite
contrary, you are placing your
matter in the hands of the court
and this is likely to require legal
representation, family consultants,
expensive barristers and stressful
scrutiny in particular aspects of
your life.
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If parents are having trouble agreeing on
parenting matters between themselves,
then they should consider using a mediator
or family dispute resolution practitioner to
assist in finding a resolution.
Even if you are considering making an
application to the court for Parenting
Orders, it's worth noting that the court
requires you to make a genuine attempt at
family dispute resolution as part of pre
action procedures.
It's important to be guided by expert legal
advice, but it's your decision making and
willingness to fairly compromise that will
have the greatest benefit toward resolving
matters and provide parents with the
quickest and most affordable pathway to
resolution. Your children will thank you for it
and you'll be able to move on with your life
in a more positive way.

The Divorce Assistant
Can Help

Parenting Plans can be
prepared by the parents
themselves, however to ensure
it is valid under the Family Law
Act 1975 you may need an
expert to assist. This expert can
also assist with terms that you
may not have otherwise
considered.

The Divorce Assistant works as a
neutral third party who can
navigate separated parents
through the process of developing
their own unique parenting plan
and draft it into a formal format
that is easy to understand. We
keep the document on file, so that
parents can easily update the
parenting plan at any time.
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We provide various services to help people through separation and
divorce. Our services include:
Parenting Plans
Support packages
Divorce applications
Family law affidavits
Process serving

We are here to help you, so give us a call to find out how.
Phone:
Email:
Website:
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0432 300 371
info@thedivorceassistant.com.au
www.thedivorceassistant.com.au

